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WELCOME
As someone who loves !shing and writing in equal measure, I feel

very privileged to be working as acting editor on what I believe to
be the best angling publication on the market.

The reason that the magazine has come to be regarded so
highly is largely thanks to the efforts of two people. First and foremost
there’s Jon Arthur, the former editor, who has left us to start a new career
at Drennan International. Jon has proved a true inspiration and has taught
me more about angling journalism than anybody else. Then there is Matt
Godfrey, my number two. He is arguably the country’s best young angler
and a !ne journalist to boot. Matt and I have been friends for years and
there is nobody I would rather have working alongside me.

I must mention group editor Alex Bones here as well. He has taught me
that as an editor you have a duty to voice your opinion and not be shy about
standing up for what you believe in, or what you think is right.

I think that Matt and I will have challenging times ahead of us, however.
Since four years ago, when I was lucky enough to get my !rst job as an
angling journalist, there have been rapid changes in the angling media.
Back then, tackle companies hadn’t recognised the PR value in the likes
of YouTube, Facebook and Twitter. Websites were treated very much as a
point of reference, more like a catalogue of products than a way of tackle
companies promoting themselves, their brand or their anglers. This was the
job of the !shing magazines. For the average angler there was just one place
to go to get their monthly !x of all things !shing related – the pages of their
favourite angling publication. Not so today.

Now, almost every major !shing-tackle company has a ‘media man’ who
turns out features, blogs, videos and even small magazines. Tackle-shop
counters are awash with promotional literature, well laid out and mostly
written by people who used to be journalists themselves.

This is a good thing for you, the angler. You have more choice of free
angling-related reading material than you have ever had before. Of course,
with the free material you have the task of sifting through the sales spiel to
get to the genuine angling information contained within.

I believe that this is why independent !shing magazines, such as ours, are
a vital source of invaluable information. Our brief here at Pole Fishing is
simply to help you catch more !sh on the pole. We choose the anglers that
contribute to these pages, and the methods and venues that we feel best
serve that purpose. Sure, we have some duty to support our advertisers but
that is hardly dif!cult given the calibre of the anglers who are sponsored by
the bigger tackle companies these days.

Matt and I pride ourselves on being out there every weekend, competing
against these guys and holding our own and, as such, we know who is doing
the damage, and where. And when we spot something we think will help
you, the reader, to put more !sh on the bank, or win more matches we will
waste no time in bringing it to you.

I hope you enjoy reading our !rst issue as much as I have enjoyed putting
it together.
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